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Brazil has a mixed system of public and private funded universities. The public universities are funded entirely by the government and offer the highest quality education. Once a student is accepted at any publicly funded university (PFU), he/she is guaranteed a college education at no cost. In order to enter these PFU, students are required to pass a rigorous set of tests called the “Vestibular Examination” (VE). On average, less than 5% of all high school graduates are accepted in a PFU in Brazil. The students accepted by a PFU normally come from prestigious private high schools or from expensive preparatory schools that provide one year of intensive remedial courses after high school, covering the subject areas of the VE. Generally, students from low-income families have weak backgrounds and they aren't motivated in math for PFU schools. I started a facility called “PATRICK CHEVALIER ENSINO CLUBE DO ESTUDANTE S/C LTDA” (Patrick Chevalier’s Student Learning Club, Ltd). My tutoring center provided private classes and remedial courses in mathematics, for students who wanted to improve their backgrounds, and pass the VE. My mission was to motivate low-income students from the slums of Sao Paulo to study math to pass the VE and gain acceptance at these PFU in Brazil. To motivate low-income students from Brazil Slums to study math, I provided some Lectures for Food every Tuesday and Thursday evening. This activity attracted the attention of the Rede Globo, the most prestigious and highly regarded TV Station/News gathering Agency/Production Company in Brazil. I was asked to participate in the national TV program called PEGN - Pequenas Empresas, Grandes Negocios (Small Enterprises, Big Business). During the telecast I
explained this kind of “Motivation Project” even low-income students could be motivated and accepted in Brazilian PFU.

I chose the topic “Motivation in Math” to better understand how to motivate American students to study math in U.S. In fact, SAT and other acceptance exams have had relatively easy math questions, and other factors such as reference letters, statement of purpose, and interviews have been negative motivation factor to study math to be accepted by American universities. As three years as TA and instructor from the math department from UH, I have seen students with a lack of motivation to study remedial and college math courses in the university. Expensive tuition and weak math background are the main reason for dismissal from the American universities programs. The presented literature review was very important to me to understand the factors that contribute to motivate American and other students to study math. For instance, different cultural groups have distinctive sets of beliefs, values, and attitudes have influenced mathematics motivation. They also learned that student's motivation to study hard math were to gain more knowledge, to get good grades, to go to college, to please parents, to please teachers, to get a better job in the future, and because they set high standards for themselves to achieve success. I was impressed that an important motivation variable in accounting for the overall difference between Asian-American and Caucasian-American students in mathematics achievement is the larger number of Asian-American students who were enrolled in the advanced mathematics classes. Furthermore, Chinese, and Japanese students follow a national curriculum and have no choice in the level of the course in which they are enrolled. My school in U.S. can use some motivation factors as homework, math activities, math anxiety and self-efficacy, affect from parents and teachers, avoiding stereotypes, math involvement, moderate challenge math
questions, confidence, interest, and family's and teacher’s supports. Finally, I really believe that every subject including math has important knowledge and creativity to power human motivation and self-confidence.
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